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Blackout Connie Willis
The gold standard for readers' advisory, this book represents
an essential resource for LIS students and practicing
librarians who want to better understand readers, reading
interests, and fiction and nonfiction genres.
? “Psience Fiction is a must for anyone who enjoys science
fiction and has in interest in psi phenomena. Broderick is
engaging, informative, witty, and stimulating as he brings us
to understand more about the heritage that psi enjoys in the
body of literature that has in many ways inspired—and
predicted—the modern world in which we now live.”—Journal of
Scientific Exploration. Science fiction has often been
considered the literature of futuristic technology: fantastic
warfare among the stars or ruinous apocalypses on Earth.
The last century, however, saw, through John W. Campbell,
the introduction of “psience fiction,” which explores such
themes of mental powers as telepathy, precognition of the
future, teleportation, etc.—and symbolic machines that react to
such forces. The author surveys this long-ignored literary shift
through a series of influential novels and short stories
published between the 1930s and the present. This
discussion is framed by the sudden surge of interest in
parapsychology and its absorption not only into the SF genre,
but also into the real world through military experiments such
as the Star Gate Program.
? Fictional war narratives often employ haunted battlefields,
super-soldiers, time travel, the undead and other imaginative
elements of science fiction and fantasy. This encyclopedia
catalogs appearances of the strange and the supernatural
found in the war stories of film, television, novels, short
stories, pulp fiction, comic books and video and role-playing
games. Categories explore themes of mythology, science
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fiction, alternative history, superheroes and “Weird War.”
The term ‘science fiction’ has an established common
usage, but close examination reveals that writers, fans,
editors, scholars, and publishers often use this word in
different ways for different reasons. Exploring how science
fiction has emerged through competing versions and the
struggle to define its limits, this Concise History: provides an
accessible and clear overview of the development of the
genre traces the separation of sf from a broader fantastic
literature and the simultaneous formation of neighbouring
genres, such as fantasy and horror shows the relationship
between magazine and paperback traditions in sf publishing
is organised by theme and presented chronologically uses
text boxes throughout to highlight key works in sf traditions
including dystopian, apocalyptic and evolutionary fiction
includes a short overview and bullet-pointed conclusion for
each chapter. Discussing the place of key works and looking
forward to the future of the genre, this book is the ideal
starting point both for students and all those seeking a better
understanding of science fiction.
This book takes the concept of “dark tourism”—journeys to
sites of death, suffering, and calamity—in an innovative yet
essential direction by applying it to the virtual realms of
literature, film and television, the Internet, and gaming.
Essays focus both on the creative construction of imaginary
journeys and the historiographic and civic consequences of
such memorializations. From World War II time-travel novels
to Game of Thrones, and from Internet reproductions of
Rwandan genocide locations to invented tragedies in
futuristic domains, authors from various fields examine the
purpose and influence of simulated travels to morbid sites.
Designed for a wide audience of scholars and travelers virtual
and real, this volume raises awareness about the many
pathways through which we encounter death experiences in
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contemporary society. What we know about the past—or, what
we think we know about it—is shaped daily by such imagined
journeys as these.
Every age has characteristic inventions that change the
world. In the 19th century it was the steam engine and the
train. For the 20th, electric and gasoline power, aircraft,
nuclear weapons, even ventures into space. Today, the
planet is awash with electronic business, chatter and virtualreality entertainment so brilliant that the division between real
and simulated is hard to discern. But one new idea from the
19th century has failed, so far, to enter reality—time travel,
using machines to turn the time dimension into a two-way
highway. Will it come true, as foreseen in science fiction?
Might we expect visits to and from the future, sooner than
from space? That is the Time Machine Hypothesis, examined
here by futurist Damien Broderick, an award-winning writer
and theorist of the genre of the future. Broderick homes in on
the topic through the lens of science as well as fiction,
exploring some fifty different time-travel scenarios and
conundrums found in the science fiction literature and film.

“Connie Willis deploys the apparatus of science fiction to
illuminate character and relationships, and her writing is
fresh, subtle, and deeply moving.”—The New York Times
Book Review Findriddy and Carson are two explorers
sent to Boohte to survey the ridges and scrub-covered
hills of the planet. Back home, their adventures are
followed by countless breathless fans, but the reality is
far less romantic as they deal with dust, nitpicking
regulations, and uncooperative aliens. Teamed with a
young intern whose specialty is mating customs, and a
native guide of indeterminate gender, the group sets out
for a previously unexplored sector of the planet. As they
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survey canyons and cataracts, battle dangers, and
discover alien treasures, they will soon find themselves
in alien territory of another kind: exploring the paths and
precipices of sex. And love.
Issues for Nov. 1957- include section: Accessions.
Aanwinste, Sept. 1957???“??”??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????10?????7?????4?????2???????AI???????????????
??????
Genre fiction has always been a complex mixture of
themes and elements. The increasing popularity of
“genre blends,” or fiction that straddles the traditional
labels, means greater pleasure for readers but a greater
challenge for readers’ advisory. In this informative and
entertaining book McArdle gets library staff up to speed
on these engaging titles, showing how such crossover
fiction appeals to fanbases of multiple genres. Complete
with booklists, summaries, read-alikes, and thorough
indexes, this guide Covers suspense, fantasy, historical
fiction, horror, mystery, romance, and science fiction, as
well as non-genre titles that don’t neatly fit into any
categoriesOffers guidance for shelving, displaying, and
marketing genre blendsShows how to make the most of
online discovery tools in cataloging these titlesIncludes
“Blend MVPs,” a section spotlighting several popular
authors who regularly move between genres, and a
useful bibliography of additional resources Providing a
unique look at how common genres are often combined,
this guide will open up new worlds of fiction to readers’
advisors and those whom they serve.
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The latest volume of the prestigious anthology series,
published annually across six decades! The Nebula
Awards Showcase volumes have been published
annually since 1966, reprinting the winning and
nominated stories in the Nebula Awards, voted on by the
members of the Science Fiction & Fantasy Writers of
America® . The editor selected by SFWA's anthology
committee (chaired by Mike Resnick) is American
fantasy writer Kij Johnson, author of three novels and
associate director of the Center for the Study of Science
Fiction at the University of Kansas. This year's Nebula
winners, and expected contributors, are Kim Stanley
Robinson, Nancy Kress, Andy Duncan, and Aliette de
Bodard, with E.C. Myers winning the Andre Norton
Award for Young Adult Science Fiction and Fantasy
Book.
The latest volume of the prestigious anthology series,
published annually across six decades! The Nebula
Awards Showcase volumes have been published
annually since 1966, reprinting the winning and
nominated stories of the Nebula Awards, voted on by the
members of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of
America (SFWA). The editor, selected by SFWA's
anthology Committee (chaired by Mike Resnick), is Jane
Yolen, an author of children's books, fantasy, and
science fiction. This year's Nebula Award winners are
Charlie Jane Anders, Seanan McGuire, William
Ledbetter, Amal El-Mohtar, and Eric Heisserer, with
David D. Levine winning the Andre Norton Award for
Young Adult Science Fiction and Fantasy Book.

It has been argued that science fiction (SF) gives a
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kind of weather forecast – not the telling of a fortune
but rather the rough feeling of what the future might
be like. The intention in this book is to consider some
of these bygone forecasts made by SF and to use
this as a prism through which to view current
developments in science and technology. In each of
the ten main chapters - dealing in turn with
antigravity, space travel, aliens, time travel, the
nature of reality, invisibility, robots, means of
transportation, augmentation of the human body,
and, last but not least, mad scientists - common
assumptions once made by the SF community about
how the future would turn out are compared with our
modern understanding of various scientific
phenomena and, in some cases, with the industrial
scaling of computational and technological
breakthroughs. A further intention is to explain how
the predictions and expectations of SF were rooted
in the scientific orthodoxy of their day, and use this
to explore how our scientific understanding of
various topics has developed over time, as well as to
demonstrate how the ideas popularized in SF
subsequently influenced working scientists. Since
gaining a BSc in physics from the University of
Bristol and a PhD in theoretical physics from the
University of Manchester, Stephen Webb has
worked in a variety of universities in the UK. He is a
regular contributor to the Yearbook of Astronomy
series and has published an undergraduate textbook
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on distance determination in astronomy and
cosmology as well as several popular science books.
This biographical guide introduces readers to the
writers behind the most popular, influential, and
provocative work in the field of science fiction.
The Nebula Awards Showcase volumes have been
published annually since 1966, reprinting the winning
and nominated stories of the Nebula Awards, voted
on by the members of the Science Fiction and
Fantasy Writers of America (SFWA). The editor,
selected by SFWA’s anthology Committee (chaired
by Mike Resnick), is American science fiction and
fantasy writer Greg Bear, author of over thirty novels,
including the Nebula Award-winning Darwin’s Radio
and Moving Mars. This year’s volume includes the
winners of the Andre Norton, Damon Knight
Memorial Grand Master, Rhysling, and Dwarf Stars
Awards, as well as the Nebula Award winners, and
features Ann Leckie, Nalo Hopkinson, Rachel
Swirsky, Aliette de Bodard, and Vylar Kaftan, with
additional articles and poems by authors such as
Robin Wayne Bailey, Samuel R. Delany, Terry A.
Garey, Deborah P Kolodji, and Andrew Robert
Sutton.
The Nebula Awards Showcase volumes have been
published annually since 1966, reprinting the winning
and nominated stories of the Nebula Awards, voted
on by the members of the Science Fiction and
Fantasy Writers of America (SFWA). This year's
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editor, selected by SFWA's anthology Committee
(chaired by Mike Resnick), is Canadian science
fiction and fantasy writer and editor Julie Czerneda.
This year's Nebula Award winners are Naomi Novik,
Nnedi Okorafor, Sarah Pinsker, and Alyssa Wong,
with Fran Wilde winning the Andre Norton Award for
Young Adult Science Fiction and Fantasy Book. Also
included in this volume are works by N. K. Jemisin
and Ann Leckie.
Includes more than 10,000 holidays, holy days,
national and ethnic celebrations, astronomical
phenomena, festivals, fairs, anniversaries, and other
events from around the world
Featuring the latest DVD listings, director and star
indexes, Academy Award listings, and much more,
an ultimate movie resource features an abundance
of ratings for movies, serials, B-Westerns, made-forTV movies, and even old TV programs that are
accompanied by a brief summary, hip commentary,
major cast members, year of release, and other
relevant information. Original.
Meet the Women of Futures Past: from Grand Master
Andre Norton and the beloved Anne McCaffrey to some
of the most popular SF writers today, such as Lois
McMaster Bujold and CJ Cherryh. The most influential
writers of multiple generations are found in these pages,
delivering lost classics and foundational touchstones that
shaped the field. You'll find Northwest Smith, C.L.
Moore’s famous smuggler who predates (and maybe
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inspired) Han Solo by four decades. Read Leigh
Brackett’s fiction and see why George Lucas chose her
to write The Empire Strikes Back. Adventure tales, postapocalyptic visions, space opera, aliens-among-us, time
travel—these women have delivered all this and more,
some of the best science fiction ever written! Includes
stories by Leigh Brackett, Lois McMaster Bujold, Pat
Cadigan, CJ Cherryh, Zenna Henderson, Nancy Kress,
Ursula K. Le Guin, Anne McCaffrey, C.L. Moore, Andre
Norton, James Tiptree, Jr., and Connie Willis. At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital
Rights Management).
The Nebula Awards Showcase volumes have been
published annually since 1966, reprinting the winning
and nominated stories in the Nebula Awards, voted on
by the members of the Science Fiction & Fantasy Writers
of America(R). The editor selected by SFWA's anthology
committee (chaired by Mike Resnick) is two-time Nebula
winner, Catherine Asaro. This year's volume includes
stories and excerpts by Connie Willis, Jo Walton, Kij
Johnson, Geoff Ryman, John Clute, Carolyn Ives
Gilman, Ferrett Steinmetz, Ken Liu, Nancy Fulda, Delia
Sherman, Amal El-Mohtar, C. S. E. Cooney, David
Goldman, Katherine Sparrow, E. Lily Yu, and Brad R.
Torgersen.
En 2060, l'histoire n'a plus rien d'une discipline
poussiéreuse. Grâce à la maîtrise du voyage dans le
temps, les chercheurs de l'université d'Oxford se rendent
fréquemment dans le passé, au plus près des
événements qu'ils étudient - la guerre de Sécession,
l'attaque de Pearl Harbour, les attentats du World Trade
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Center - pour collecter des données toujours plus
précises. Mais à trop vouloir s'approcher du feu de
l'action, on finit par s'y brûler. C'est ce qu'apprendront à
leurs dépens les jeunes historiens envoyés au coeur de
l'horreur de la Seconde Guerre mondiale. Car à Londres,
en 1940, les bombes nazies n'ont plus rien d'une
abstraction.
The Year's Best Science Fiction and Fantasy Selected
by the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America®.
The Nebula Awards Showcase volumes have been
published annually since 1966, reprinting the winning
and nominated stories in the Nebula Awards, voted on
by the members of the Science Fiction and Fantasy
Writers of America. The editors selected by SFWA's
anthology committee (chaired by Mike Resnick) are John
Kessel and James Patrick Kelly, both highly acclaimed
not only for their own award-winning fiction but also as
coeditors of three anthologies: Feeling Very Strange:
The Slipstream Anthology, Rewired: The PostCyberpunk Anthology, and The Secret History of Science
Fiction. Stories and excerpts by Harlan EllisonTM, Kij
Johnson, Chris Barzak, Eric James Stone, Rachel
Swirsky, Geoff Landis, Shweta Narayan, Adam TroyCastro, James Tiptree Jr., Aliette de Bodard, Amal ElMohtar, Kendall Evans and Samantha Henderson,
Howard Hendrix, Ann K. Schwader, Connie Willis, Terry
Pratchett, and more. From the Trade Paperback edition.
BLACKOUT is the opening movement of a vast,
absorbing two-volume novel that may well prove to be
Connie Willis' masterpiece. Like her multi-award winning
THE DOOMSDAY BOOK, this stunning new work
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marries the intricate mechanics of time travel to the gritty
- and dangerous - realities of human history. The
narrative opens in Oxford, England in 2060, where a trio
of time traveling scholars prepares to depart for various
corners of the Second World War. Their mission: to
observe, from a safe vantage point, the day-to-day
nature of life during this critical historical moment. As the
action ranges from the evacuation of Dunkirk to the
manor houses of rural England to the quotidian horrors
of London during the Blitz, the objective nature of their
roles gradually changes. Cut off from the safety net of
the future and caught up in the chaotic events that make
up history, they are forced to participate, in unexpected
ways, in the defining events of the era. BLACKOUT is an
ingeniously constructed time travel novel and a grand
entertainment. More than that, it is a moving, exquisitely
detailed portrait of a world under siege, a world
dominated by chaos, uncertainty, and the threat of
imminent extinction. It is the rare sort of book that
transcends the limits of genre, offering pleasure, insight,
and illumination on virtually every page.
Sixteen stories from Isaac Asimov's science fiction
magazine.

The boundaries of science and literature are
permeable; they are continuously crossed and
illuminated by a variety of narrative forms and their
interpretations. Changes in our perception of the
world are informed in equal measure by scientific
and humanistic disciplines. This volume treats both
literary and scientific texts as products of the human
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mind, therefore abiding by all the rules it creates,
scientific and humanistic alike. The volume does not
propose to replace all literary or discourse analysis
with a cross-disciplinary science-based approach,
but, rather, uses this theoretical stance when more
conventional means fail to explain (or even explore)
the intricacies of a text. It argues that scientific
discourse can also be analysed through the prism of
literary theories, since all texts are governed in
varying measure by the unity of contexts that
characterize their nature, the process of their
creation, and their place in the cognitive realm of
humanity. This approach will allow the nature and
limitations of scientific research to be questioned,
while opening up more venues to explore scientific
creativity that crosses the subject boundaries of
science and humanities. Latin American literature
offers many examples of the interconnection
between literary and scientific discourse.
Notwithstanding the often explored relationship
between Jorge Luis Borges’s literary themes and
contemporary scientific discoveries, a more general
question should be asked: is the influence of
scientific thought a privilege of the select few or is it
indeed an all-pervading experience in Latin
American literary narrative from late modernism to
present day? This book explores the texts that
overtly incorporate scientific content or are
structured in such a way that immediately reminds
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the reader of a scientific phenomenon; it will also
examine the texts that are presented in such a way
that a conventional literary analysis does not help
penetrate the many narrative layers that the text
comprises. The volume offers cross-disciplinary
readings of such authors as Jorge Luis Borges,
Gabriel García Márquez, Ernesto Sábato and
Gustavo Sainz, to name but a few.
Winner of more Hugo and Nebula Awards than any
other science fiction author, Connie Willis is one of
the most powerfully imaginative writers of our time.
In Remake, she explores the timeless themes of
emotion and technology, reality and illusion, and the
bittersweet place where they intersect to make art.
It's the Hollywood of the future, where
moviemaking's been computerized and live-action
films are a thing of the past. It's a Hollywood where
Humphrey Bogart and Marilyn Monroe are starring
together in A Star Is Born, and if you don't like the
ending, you can change it with the stroke of a key. A
Hollywood of warmbodies and sim-sex, of drugs and
special effects, where anything is possible. Except
for what one starry-eyed young woman wants to do:
dance in the movies. It's an impossible dream, but
Alis is not willing to give up. With a little magic and a
lot of luck, she just might get her happy ending after
all.
A thrilling collection of twenty-one original stories by
an all-star list of contributorsincluding a new A Game
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of Thrones story by George R. R. Martin! If you're a
fan of fiction that is more than just black and white,
this latest story collection from #1 New York Times
bestselling author George R. R. Martin and awardwinning editor Gardner Dozois is filled with subtle
shades of gray. Twenty-one all-original stories, by an
all-star list of contributors, will delight and astonish
you in equal measure with their cunning twists and
dazzling reversals. And George R. R. Martin himself
offers a brand-new A Game of Thrones tale
chronicling one of the biggest rogues in the entire
history of Ice and Fire. Follow along with the likes of
Gillian Flynn, Joe Abercrombie, Neil Gaiman, Patrick
Rothfuss, Scott Lynch, Cherie Priest, Garth Nix, and
Connie Willis, as well as other masters of literary
sleight-of-hand, in this rogues gallery of stories that
will plunder your heartand yet leave you all the richer
for it. Featuring all-new stories by Joe Abercrombie,
Daniel Abraham, David W. Ball, Paul Cornell,
Bradley Denton, Phyllis Eisenstein, Gillian Flynn,
Neil Gaiman, Matthew Hughes, Joe R. Lansdale,
Scott Lynch, Garth Nix, Cherie Priest, Patrick
Rothfuss, Steven Saylor, Michael Swanwick, Lisa
Tuttle, Carrie Vaughn, Walter Jon Williams, Connie
Willis
This fiendish anthology, complied by the horror
genre’s most acclaimed editor, drags you into the
twisted minds of modern literary masters at their
fiendish best. Visionary storytellers fill this collection
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of tales lyrical and strange, monstrous and
exhilarating, horrific and transformative. *A sweetly
vengeful voice on the radio calls a young soldier out
to join a phantom patrol. *A hotel maid who threw
her newborn child from a fourth-story window lingers
in an interminable state. *An intern in a paranormal
research facility delves deeply into the unexplained
deaths of two staff members. *A serial killer plans his
ultimate artistic achievement: the unveiling of an
extremely special instrument in a very private
concert. At once familiar and shocking, these riveting
stories will haunt you long after you put down your
book and turn out the light.
Traveling back in time, from Oxford circa 2060 into
the thick of World War II, was a routine excursion for
three British historians eager to study firsthand the
heroism and horrors of the Dunkirk evacuation and
the London Blitz. But getting marooned in war-torn
1940 England has turned Michael Davies, Merope
Ward, and Polly Churchill from temporal tourists into
besieged citizens struggling to survive Hitler's
devastating onslaught. And now there's more to
worry about than just getting back home: The
impossibility of altering past events has always been
a core belief of time-travel theory - but it may be
tragically wrong. When discrepancies in the historical
record begin cropping up, it suggests that one or all
of the future visitors have somehow changed the
past - and, ultimately, the outcome of the war. AwardPage 15/16
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winning author Connie Willis returns with a stunning,
enormously entertaining novel of time travel, war,
and the deeds - great and small - of ordinary people
who shape history.
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